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igornuk
Novice

Jun 8, 2006, 11:04 AM

Post #1 of 10 (169808 views)

Shortcut

General discussion You cannot post because

you are not logged in.

UNESCO?s Memory of the World Programme was launched in 1992

to protect and promote the world's documentary memory held in

archives and libraries. You are invited to discuss its scope here.

DURAND
New User

Nov 23, 2008, 8:00 AM

Post #2 of 10 (34096 views)

Shortcut

Re: [igornuk] General discussion [In reply

to]

You cannot post

because

you are not logged in.

Give me some information about this topic : Memory of the World.

Thanks very much.

zaragemca
New User

Dec 10, 2008, 6:53 PM

Post #3 of 10 (33037 views)

Shortcut

Re: [DURAND] General discussion [In

reply to]

You cannot post

because

you are not logged in.

In relation to that topic I have articles...'Zaragemca's Ph. D. In

Guaguanco'.. also, 'Zaragemca's brief on Jazz Music'...Available on

the internet.(Gerry Zaragemca is a world's known authority in

Afrocuban Percussion and Music).

adelaxiao
New User

Feb 24, 2009, 9:23 AM

Post #4 of 10 (26057 views)

Shortcut

 Re: [igornuk] General discussion [In

reply to]

You cannot post

because

you are not logged in.

Could you give me some examples about historic buildings or

cultures being documented/ recorded through technology? Thank

you very much!
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vichekalay
New User

Jul 10, 2009, 2:12 AM

Post #5 of 10 (11860 views)
Shortcut

Withdrawing Unesco-Status Site [In reply

to]

You cannot post

because

you are not logged in.

Dear colleagues,

In case a site is granted unesco status, on what legal ground can

the unesco status be withdrawn? Please point out to the legal text

and cases if it has happened already.

Thanks,

Vicheka Lay

Mindcon
New User

Dec 29, 2009, 4:54 AM

Post #6 of 10 (7346 views)

Shortcut

Re: [igornuk] General discussion [In reply

to]

You cannot post

because

you are not logged in.

[b]STOP INFOWAR AGAINST CIVILIANS! [/b]

Dear @Sir, @Madam,

[b]MEMORIAL OF WWW![/b]

[b][url "http://www.volksopstand.net/forum/18-privacy-overheid

/2609-memorial-of-www.html"]http://www.volksopstand.net/forum

/18-privacy-overheid/2609-memorial-of-www.html[/url][/b]

Thank you!

Yours sincerely.

Davka
New User

Dec 29, 2009, 9:42 AM

Post #7 of 10 (7319 views)
Shortcut

Ezekiel's tomb [In reply to] You cannot post because

you are not logged in.

Hello, new user Davka here.

Sorry if I'm posting on the wrong thread but I wanted to draw your

attention to an urgent matter. The tomb of Ezekiel is a Jewish

shrine which has existed south of Baghdad since Biblical times.

Here the prophet Ezekiel and several Jewish minor prophets and

notables are buried. It was a place of pilgrimage for centuries and

original Hebrew inscriptions and pattern adorn the walls.

A news agency in Iraq published a news item some five days ago

that the Iraqi antiquities and heritage authorities are under

pressure from Islamic parties to erase the Jewish character of the

shrine under the pretext of restoring it. Unless UNESCO acts

quickly, there is little that can be done to prevent the authorities

from carrying out their plans as there are almost no Jews left in

Iraq.

We want to prevent what happened to Babylon where the old site

was covered with new construction, this removing from Babylon

UNESCO status as a World Heritage site.

What do you suggest we do to stop this latest outrage? Any advice

gratefully received.

Best,

Davka

patrassotto
New User

Jan 8, 2010, 8:43 AM

Post #8 of 10 (6871 views)

Shortcut

Re: [igornuk] General discussion [In reply

to]

You cannot post

because

you are not logged in.

Sign in for the first time the forum and would like to extend a

cordial greeting to all and thank UNESCO for the meritorious and

invaluable work they mondo.Sono enthusiastic about the program

in the Memory of the World. See you soon.

* patrassotto *
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Mindcon
New User

Jan 10, 2010, 9:36 AM

Post #9 of 10 (6769 views)
Shortcut

Re: [Mindcon] General discussion [In

reply to]

You cannot post

because

you are not logged in.

Dear @Sir, @Madam,

Mindcon, STOP THE INFOWAR AGAINST CIVILIANS!,

WordPress.com, 01.01.2010, < [url "http://mindcon.wordpress.com

/"]http://mindcon.wordpress.com/[/url] >.

Quote: < … > MEMORIAL OF WWW < … >

Read full article:

[url "http://mindcon.wordpress.com/"]http:

//mindcon.wordpress.com/[/url]

Yours sincerely.

Mindcon
New User

Feb 26, 2010, 7:29 AM

Post #10 of 10 (1941 views)

Shortcut

Re: [igornuk] General discussion [In reply

to]

You cannot post

because

you are not logged in.

[b]Dear @Sir, @Madam,[/b]

You can read more here:

[b]©[/b][b]MINDCON’S THEORY OF INFOWAR AGAINST

CIVILIANS!, 2010, [/b]

[b][u][url "http://mindcon.wordpress.com/category

/%C2%A9mindcon%E299s-theory-of-infowar-against-civilians

/"]http://mindcon.wordpress.com/...r-against-civilians/[/url]

[/u][/b]

[b][url "http://mindcon.wordpress.com/"]http:

//mindcon.wordpress.com/[/url][/b]

[b]Thank you! [/b]

Yours sincerely.

(This post was edited by Mindcon on Feb 26, 2010, 7:32 AM)
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